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Description

There’s a lot of Anglepoise heritage packed into the 52cm of metal and cable 
that make up the Original Mini 1227™ table lamp. The classic shade is instantly 
recognisable, while the pyramid-shaped base, with its highly practical integral 
switch, breaks new ground without losing any of the original Anglepoise spirit.

Anglepoise and the National Trust have come together to create a timeless 
range of lamps that are designed to illuminate our homes and the everyday 
objects that bring us joy. 

The funds we raise will shine a light on conservation work across some of the 
Trust’s hidden gems including The Homewood, a modernist villa in Surrey, our 
source of inspiration for the first Anglepoise and National Trust collaboration.

Anglepoise will contribute in the first year of the collaboration a minimum 
of £15,000 to the National Trust. The funds raised will help support The 
Homewood, designed by architect Patrick Gwynne and gifted to the National 
Trust in 1999.

Materials

- Gloss paint finish
- Steel shade
- Chrome plated fittings
- Cast Iron base with steel cover
- Steel profiled arm
- Fabric cable
- IP20 rating

Dimensions

- Shade diameter: ø13cm
- Shade height: 14cm
- Max reach: 16cm (from base to shade)
- Base size: 12 x 12cm
- Cable length: 180cm
- Lamp Packaging (L x W x H): 23.5cm x 16.5cm x 46.5cm
- Lamp Packaged Weight: 2.4kg

Electrical

- Voltage: 220/240V, 50/60Hz
- Class II - Double insulated
- Base mounted push switch
- Plug: 3-pin UK plug to BS 1363 
- E27 lamp holder
- Maximum permitted bulb: 10W MAX E27 
- Supplied with compatible 6W LED E27 bulb 
                   - Luminous Intensity: 470lm 
                   - Life: 15,000 Hours 
                   - Non-dimmable 
                   - Colour Temperature: 2700K 
                   - CRI (Ra): 80

Launched In 2021 | Designed by George Carwardine

Table Lamp - National Trust Edition - Sage Green
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